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Welcome to loverunning! This course is designed to give you a grounding
in one of the world’s most popular recreational fitness activities.
Running is many things and whilst we all know that it’s a great way to get
in shape, achieve peak fitness and enjoy moving in the outdoors, running
is also a highly regarded way to build character, self esteem and improve
all facets of our mental health and wellbeing.
Running is a great improver of our sports performance and of course is a
sport in itself, one where we frequently witness athletes stretching the
boundaries of human potential on the athletics tracks, roads and trails of
the world. As runners ourselves we get to press on our own boundaries
every day. Sooner or later a little voice in our head tells us it’s time to quit,
to slow down, take a shortcut, skip the hill . . . This is when we know that
the warmup is over and from here on in every step and every breath we
take is a powerful affirmation of our willingness to grow, to become more
through this amazing fitness process.
You are about to embark on a process where the courage, forebearance,
tenacity and personal greatness within you will be revealed every day,
where you’ll learn that nothing is impossible for you. I’m honoured to help
you take the first steps on that journey.
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This guide is about helping you prepare for embarking on training with
me. I’ll be with you every step of the way. My name is Ricki Coughlan. I’ve
been running since 1986. I took it up to improve my fitness when I was
Personal Training and teaching aerobics classes in the 80’s. I knew that if I
was to give my best as a trainer and fitness leader that I had to be the
fittest person in the room. Running was my pathway to achieving that.
I soon discovered Athletics and began training with an elite squad. Under
the care of my coach and company of my inspirational training partners I
went on to become a nationally ranked 800m runner and a State cross
country short course champion. At the time I was also managing a fitness
centre helping hundreds of people with their fitness dreams and acting as
strength coach for a few of Australia’s finest athletes.
I retired from track in the mid 90’s but have continued to enjoy my running
over the many years since. I am a Level 2 Running Coach registered with
Athletics Australia and Sport Australia.
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Zero to Hero is a 12 week running course to take you from being a regular
walker to running a regular 5km. The aim is to give your body plenty of
time to adapt to the loads it experiences when running, creating an
excellent foundation for you to build on later if you wish.
To get the most out of this course, stick to the program and keep all of
your training at an easy pace. There will be enough overload in the course
for your fitness to improve steadily and naturally.
Please make sure that you’re punctual with group training or SMS me if
you’re running late. You should also create a simple training diary which
you can email to me at the end of every week. Training diaries are an
invaluable source of knowledge for every runner.
Let’s now look at the gear which you’re going to need to get out and enjoy
your running!
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Running Shoes
Do not buy a new pair of running shoes without speaking to me first or
before visiting a reputable running shoe store.
On our orientation day I will take you through a basic gait and footfall
analysis. This will help me suggest the right shoes to get you started.
Shoes should first and foremost be comfortable. They should have plenty
of width in the toe box, reasonable structure in the heel counter and
saddle (the lace area) to support comfort and fit. The cushioning should
not be too much or too little. They may or may not need support features
and the drop (heel to mid foot differential) should be appropriate for your
gait, footfall, age and terrain you tend to run on. Shoe companies
frequently come up with gimmicks; ignore them.
If you’re part of the loverunning crew you’re eligible to receive 20% off
retail prices on running shoes at Runnulla. They’re located in Cronulla Mall.
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What to wear and bring in cold or wet weather
The key is to know that you will warm up quite quickly. However, it is
advisable to wear a light weight technical singlet and layer this with a long
sleeve light weight technical top. The top shouldn’t be too heavy in
weight. This will keep you quite warm until your rising body heat takes
over. Light gloves (cotton - Officeworks) are essential when it’s cold.
In wet conditions, the wicking actions of these garments and their fabrics
will ensure that your core stays warm even when running in downpours
even if it is quite cool. I always carry a bag with a change of warm clothing
in my car, just in case I ever get caught in the rain on a run.
Running shoes & socks
Shorts/leggings
Singlet/T-shirt
Sun visor/cap
Sun block
Lip balm
Light weight gloves
Water bottle (minimum 800ml)
Stop watch or Heart Rate Monitor/GPS watch (not essential)
Technical long sleeve top to layer up in cold or wet conditions
Jacket or sweater for after your run or warming up in
Change of warm clothes for rainy days
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What to wear and bring in warm weather
Light weight and airy is what it’s all about in these conditions. Crop
top/running bra or lightweight technical singlets are the go on top and
lightweight capris, booty shorts or shorts for the bottom.
Good socks are . . . good. Look for good wicking properties and anti blister
if you need them. Balega and Injinji are highly recommended, with a style
for every foot type. They’re available at Runnulla in Cronulla.
Shorts/leggings
Singlet/T-shirt
Sun visor/cap
Sun block
Water bottle (minimum 800ml)
Change of clothes for rainy days
Stop watch or Heart Rate Monitor/GPS watch (not essential)
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Training Diaries
A training diary is an essential tool for any runner. Not only does it create a
record of your journey which you can look back on and measure your
progress, it’s an excellent tool for understanding what worked for you and
what didn’t, when to apply certain training principles and when to avoid
others.
A training diary is also a valuable tool for your coach. They can also refer to
how you’re progressing, recovering and feeling so that adjustments can be
made to improve your performance and enjoyment.
A training diary should record the following:
Date
Sleep hours
Resting Heart Rate
Distance run
Time
Pace
Location
Average Heart Rate
Maximum Heart Rate
How you felt whilst running and how well you felt like you recovered.
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All that remains for you to do now is download and complete my
Pre-Exercise Health Checkup. A link to this can be found on the bottom of
the Zero to Hero page on my website or if you contact me, I will email you
a copy. Just fill it in online or print and complete it and get it back to me.
I look forward to being a part of what will be one of the most significant
journeys of your life time.

She conquers who conquers herself

loverunning.com.au

